Software-AEP-Transducers

WinTest1 : User Guide
Software Release 7.1
WinTest1 manages la serial communication with the AEP transducers with internal battery.
It allows to create and archive test graphs, to export data to Microsoft Excel and to manage basics serial
commands to the instrument connected.
Instruments :


















DFI
DFIF
BTR
: select this in case of BTR versions before 2009
DTR
: select this in case of DTR versions before 2009
DFP
DNA
LabDMM
BIT02 : select this in case of BIT02 versions before 2009
BIT02B : select this in case of BTR versions after 2009
PGE
DTRB
: select this in case of DTR versions after 2009
BTRB
: select this in case of BTR versions after 2009
IDROSCAN
DFX
DFXFast
JET
BTR2

-

In the Serial Communication window select :
o Instrument
: Select the connected instrument
o Baud rate
: Select the baud rate at which the instrument is transmitting
o COM
: Select the serial communication port to which the instrument is connected

-

The Remote Commands Window displays the data received from the instrument and allow to perform
some operations on the instrument through direct serial control buttons (keys: Zero, Peak, resolution,
etc.).

-

In the Window Data Logger you can select some parameters to run, store, create the graph of a test:

-

Acquisition Time (50mS ÷ 24h): This is the time interval between two or more data storage, if you
choose Max the program stores the data as fast as possible. If you choose Manual it will appear the
button Save Point. A measurement point will be stored any time you press Save Point.

-

Acquisition Duration (Seconds, minutes, hour ): define the duration of the test. It is not active with
Acquisition time set to Manual.

-

File Name : where to save received data. If the file name box is empty the data will not be saved to file
but you can also see anyway the graph

The Start button starts the recording and the Stop button stops the recording.
The files are saved in the folder selected in the field Data Folder that you can change using the button
Browse. By default the Data Folder is set in the folder "Data" placed inside the installation folder.
Any records consist of three fields : sequential number, data received by the instrument, time.
The graphics window allows the setting of the parameters of real-time graphic. The X-axis is the time while
the Y axis is the output of the instrument
- XOR: defines the starting point of the X axis
- FSX: defines the full scale of the axis X. FSX should be greater than ORX
- ORY: defines the starting point of the axis Y. This can also be a negative number
- FSY: defines the full scale of the axis Y. Can also be a negative number. Obviously the only condition is
that FSY > ORY
If you set the selection Autorange the chart will auto size during the test by comparing the actual values as
specified. During the test parameters ORX, ORY, FSX, FSY are allowed to select portions of the graph of
interest.
Graphs saved can be re-analyzed by using the "Load Curve" button. More than a chart can be selected to
make comparisons between different tests. Curves are displayed with different colors.
The scale will automatically adapt to the maximum values recorded in the tests if the active function
Autorange.
It is always active the zoom function. To activate, simply click on the chart with the left mouse button and
define the portion of the chart concerned.
To return to the initial condition is sufficient to confirm the value in one of the 4 parameters ORX, ORY, FSX,
FSY.
The image of the graph can be saved as .Bmp file through the Save Graph key, or printed directly via the
Print Graph button.
It is also possible to perform an export of data collected in a Microsoft Excel file with the button Export to
Excel. This feature is only available when Microsoft Excel is installed on your computer.
Any way it is possible to export data in Excel as .csv file. In this way it is not necessary to have Excel
installed on your PC.
The buttons with the flags (Italian , English and Spanish) choose the language.

WINTEST2-Software

WinTest2 : User Guide
Software Release 3.9
WinTest2 manages the serial communication for the following instruments









MP10
MP2000A
MP2E
MP6A
TA5F
DMM
MP2000
MP2C

It allows to create and archive test graphs, to export data to Microsoft Excel and to manage basics serial
commands to the instrument connected.

-

In the Serial Communication window select :
o Instrument
: Select the connected instrument
o Baud rate
: Select the baud rate at which the instrument is transmitting
o COM
: Select the serial communication port to which the instrument is connected

-

The Remote Commands Window displays the data received from the instrument and allow to perform
some operations on the instrument through direct serial control buttons (keys: Zero, Peak, resolution,
etc.).

-

In the Window Save On File you can select some parameters to run, store, create the graph of a test:

-

Updating (Manual or time from 50ms ÷ 1min): This is the time interval between two or more data
storage. If you select Manual the operator can decide the time to store a point by pressing the button
Save Point

-

Time Duration (1min ÷ 24h): defines the duration of the test. It is not active when Manual Updating is
selected

File Name : where to save received data. If the file name box is empty the data will not be saved to file
but you can also see anyway the graph
The Start button starts the recording and the Stop button stops the recording.
-

The files are saved in the folder "Data" placed inside the installation folder.
The records consist of three fields : sequential number, data received by the instrument, time.
The graphics window allows the setting of the parameters of real-time graphic. The X-axis is the time while
the Y axis is the output of the instrument
- XOR: defines the starting point of the X axis
- FSX: defines the full scale of the axis X. FSX should be greater than ORX
- ORY: defines the starting point of the axis Y. This can also be a negative number
- FSY: defines the full scale of the axis Y. Can also be a negative number. Obviously the only condition is
that FSY > ORY
If you set the selection Autorange the chart will auto size during the test by comparing the actual values as
specified. During the test parameters ORX, ORY, FSX, FSY are allowed to select portions of the graph of
interest.
Graphs saved can be re-analyzed by using the "Load Curve" button. More than a chart can be selected to
make comparisons between different tests. Curves are displayed with different colors.
The scale will automatically adapt to the maximum values recorded in the tests if the active function
Autorange.
It is always active the zoom function. To activate, simply click on the chart with the left mouse button and
define the portion of the chart concerned.
To return to the initial condition is sufficient to confirm the value in one of the 4 parameters ORX, ORY, FSX,
FSY.
The image of the graph can be saved as .Bmp file through the Save Graph key, or printed directly via the
Print Graph button.
It is also possible to perform an export of data collected in a Microsoft Excel file with the button Export to
Excel. This feature is only available when Microsoft Excel is installed on your computer.
The buttons with the flags (Italian and English) choose the language.

TA5F Calibration
TA5F is an instrument without a Display Panel or a operator panel.
It is possible to set the Decimal Point position, the Sensibility and the Full Scale values by using some
dedicated serial commands in the dedicated window.

Pay attention that the Full Scale value is an integer value between 50 and 200000 while the Sensibility
valid range is between 1000 e 3000 (1mV÷3mV)
The Decimal point position can be set by dedicated buttons.
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System requirement
PC: Pentium III 1GHz 512 MB RAM or upper
Windows XP (Professional or Home) with Service Pack 3 and .NET 3.5 installed
Windows Vista
Windows 7
Windows 8
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1.0 Generality
Quick Analyzer is a powerful software that allows to connect any PC in an easy and efficient way
to all AEP transducers instrumentations with serial or USB channels
Through a simple configuration of channels and effective setting of the characteristics of sensors
which instruments are connected, you can check the status of communication, perform tests, saving
curves of the obtained graphs, calculate main results of the test and print the certificates.

It is possible to connect up to 16 instruments on the RS232 or USB line.
If the PC is not equipped with serial channels simply add USB adapters with which the programme
is totally compatible.
The curves obtained can be viewed either simultaneously in a single graph respect to the time or to
another channel , with different colors and set for easier recognition of same, or individually
(respect to the time) for easy analysis of detail of the individual sensor
The Zoom button allows an analysis of extreme detail of a portion of a curve.
To activate this feature click on the icon. Acceptance of the function will appear as the
mouse cursor becomes a cross instead of an arrow. With your mouse, click on the graph
the starting point of the area of interest and, keeping the mouse pressed, drop it in the end
point. The area of interest is highlighted by a dashed rectangle. After enabling the zoom
function the relevant icon becomes as shown aside.
Clicking once with the mouse on the chart, you can define more and more restricted areas.
To return to the original click again on the button zoom
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Through an immediate menu you can access to all pages configuration program.
Tests can be stored in a proprietary database and called to be viewed and / or printed at a later time.
The program can be configured to manage the main European languages.
LICENSE AGREEMENT
1.
2

3)

We grant the customer a non-exclusive and non transferable right to use
Quick Analyzer software on a single computer and at only one place.
The licence holder is not permitted:
a)
to pass on or otherwise make the software or associated material accessible to
third parties without prior written agreement
b)
to modify the software without prior written consent
c)
to create works derived from software or to duplicate the written material
d)
to translate or modify it to create works derived from the written material
the right of use is dependent on the customer observance of these general conditions of
supply

Acceptance of this license agreement is formally required during the installation of the software.
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2.0 Channels Configuration
The configuration page provides access to define the characteristics of each channel separately and
independently.

Each channel can be enabled or disabled so that the operator can easily define the configuration of
the test.
Some parameters relate to the characteristics of the instrument you want to connect.





Connected Instruments : allows, through a drop-down menu, select the instrument you
want to connect. In the case of multi-channel instrumentation (eg. MP4 or TA2USB ) will
be required to specify the channel you want to connect to.
Serial Channel : You can specify the serial channel which is connected to the computer. It
is possible to verify in the window Available Serial Ports the Com ports installed in your
computer. Through the button Update you can check the com port assigned to any
removed/inserted serial channel. Check, in the event of doubt, the page of the channels
available in the Windows Control Panel. In the case of TAUSB or TA2USB a dedicated
button will be enabled for an automatic search of all TAUSB/TA2USB connected to the PC
(see note below)
Baud Rate: This parameter defines the communication data rate with the instrument. This
parameter must match the one set on the instrument itself. Check inside the manual of the
instrument how to check or possibly how to change the Baud Rate of the instrument

Note
Instruments MP2000- MP2-MP4 communicate with Quick Analyzer with address 00
TA5F communicate with address 01
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Note: Scan TAUSB / TA2USB connected to the PC
To facilitate the selection of a TAUSB/TA2USB you can create a list of all
TAUSB/TA2USB connected to the PC via the button "Scan TAUSB on PC"
or Scan TA2USB on PC
A list of all TAUSB / TA2USB connected to the PC will be shown.
For each of them the Serial Number and the serial virtual channel assigned
by Windows to the instrument will be indicated.
Select your TAUSB / TA2USB and confirm with OK.
In the case of TAUSB/TA2USB the window on the selection of the baud
rate is disabled.

The other configuration parameters instead refer to the characteristics of the sensor and setting
conduct of the test.


Channel Description : It is a symbolic name to be assigned to the channel for easy
identification of the curve. Usually you set the variable associated with the sensor (load,
pressure etc.)
 Measurement Unit : it defines the measurement unit of the channel. This is a free text field.
No unit conversion is performed.
 N. of Decimals : Allows you to select how many decimal digits should be shown for the
channel
 Acquisition Frequency: Determine the time interval between 2 acquisitions. For short-term
tests is advisable left set with the default setting "Max". For particularly long tests agrees
decrease the time of acquisition to avoid creating too large files. If you select "Max" the
actual frequency of acquisition will depend on the characteristics of the instrument and on
the set Baud Rate.
 Full Scale : Automatic / Fixed : Selecting the Automatic Full Scale the axis of the curve
will be sized from time to time to the values actually acquired by the instrument starting
from the initial value set in the "Initial Full Scale” parameter. By selecting the Fixed Full
Scale the axis is defined by the parameter "Initial Scale Fund" and there will be no auto
sizing of the curve.
 Start Test Threshold : The Start Test Threshold is, in all respects, a trigger level for the
test. This threshold can be set individually for each channel. To not activate a trigger level
for a channel, please leave it set to the default value of 0. The value of Start Test Threshold
can , of course, be both positive and negative
 Change Color : Through this button you can change the color of the curve. The active
color is currently shown
 Resolution (only TAUSB and TA2USB ) : Allow to set the TAUSB / TA2USB resolution
among 1-2-5-10-20-50-100
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It is possible to define a line of acceptability for each channel. In this way a line will be drawn on
the graph and it will be easily to define the region where the curve is above a certain value or not.
The parameters relevant for this selection are :
- Enable /or disable the function
- Level : where the curve will be drawn
- Color
The end of the test (similar to Start of the test) can be manual through the STOP button or turning
on the switch “Stop test when Time is elapsed” after a time define by the field “Initial Full Scale.
Some other parameters allow to define the X full scale axis (Time), the time measurement unit
among seconds, minutes and hours and a comprehensive description of the test itself.
For the X axis it is possible to define the kind of Full Scale between Fixed and Automatic while a
further selection allows you to define if you want to select the graph in 1 Quadrant , 2 Quadrants or
4 Quadrants. This allow to show both positive and negative values for both X and Y axis.

In the page Report Header and Language you can select whether to display the time as absolute
date and time rather than time elapsed.

The X axis can be select among time and one of the other enabled channels. This allows to create
charts such as the load / displacement typical of many applications.
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Temperature Reading from JET-IDROSCAN-BIT02-LABDMM-PGE-TPUSB manometers
These pressure gauges have the possibility of providing in addition to the pressure value also
measure the temperature. To do this it is necessary to combine two separate channels: one for the
pressure reading and one for the temperature reading.
Furthermore it is necessary that the channel intended to pressure readings precedes that for
the temperature reading.
In the example described in the figures below for example has been dedicated to the channel
pressure gauge JET channel 1 and channel 2 was devoted to the reading of the temperature.

Quick Analyzer recognizes that the data of temperature and pressure coming from the same gauge
that will be assigned the same COMM port to both channels
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Sum Channel
It is possible to define one or more channels as the sum of other channels enabled.
In the Connected Instruments window select "Canale Somma". The Serial Communication
window will disappear and will appear the selection of channels to be added windows.
From the application point of view the Sum Channel will operate as the other channels.
In the main window will have a dedicated analytical window and during the test will be performed
its test curve.

Caution
The Quick Analyzer calculates the sum of the selected channels.
These must be enabled and properly configured.
Will not be carried out no checks on the unit or on the type of selected instruments.
The operator will check the consistency of the selected channels.
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Data Log Management

Some AEP instruments have a Datalogger functionality.
Quick Analyzer allows full control of the Datalogger functionality of the instrument and allows to:
 Define the time of acquisition
 Define the duration of the cycle
 Give the Start and / or Stop the Cycle
 Acquire all values and save them to a file
 Display the curve test
These features are extended to all the 16 Quick Analyzer channels and so you can synchronize up to
16 instruments in Datalogger functionality and then create and display a curve with all test values.
To activate this feature, you must select in the Configuration page as a Connected Instrument "Data
Logger ".

When at least one instrument "Data Logger" is select will appear, at the bottom right of the
Configuration page, the button "Set Data Logger".
It is recommend, using this feature, to select high Baud rate of the instrument to (38400 or 115200)
to get the data transfer rate higher (check that the instrument is selected with the same Baud Rate)
Clicking this button you will access to the page “Management
Datalogger ”
For each selected channel its configuration is displayed and during the storage time you can see the
time elapsed for the running cycle

At the end of the test it will be enabled the button "DownLoad Logger" and it is possible to acquire
the entire curve of the test and save it in a file with the name you want using the button "Save
Acquisitions."
This button is enabled when it is carried out at least a download from an instrument and it is
inserted a filename in the dedicated window.
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For Idroscan and JET manometers Quick Analyzer can download both the pressure and temperature
values. If you download the temperature, a channel of Quick Analyzer should be dedicated to this
purpose. To enable this feature, it is required that both channels has been enabled. By definition,
the two channels must be consecutive (es: channel 1 and 2 or 3 and 4). The first channel will be
assigned to pressure the next to the temperature.
The curve created is effectively managed by Quick Analyzer as a test performed and it is therefore
possible
- Display
- Print a report
- Export to Microsoft Excel
Through the "Stop Current Data Logging" button you can stop the cycle simultaneously on all 16
channels regardless of the settings stored in the end of the test every instrument

If there is no active Datalogging on any instrument, it is enabled the button "Start Data Logging."
Based on the test settings a new test will be activated, in a synchronized way and on any instrument,

The Test Parameters are :
- Acquisition time
: is the time between two acquisition point.
- Test Time
: determines the test duration.
- Temperature Log : (only for Idroscan and JET) allow to enable the temperature during
the data logging.
- Continue Last Recording : (only for Idroscan and STAR) allows to make partial recording
(up to 5 for Idroscan and 20 for STAR) inside the Datalogger(of course in the same
parameters conditions ).
In case of partial recording during the download of the datalogger will be created a single file
with all the recording data and a single file for each partial recording.
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2.2 Point to Point curve analysis of a channel
The curve of a single channel can be
viewed by clicking on the tab dedicated
CHx.

This page is active the point to point analysis on the curve.
Click on the button Curve Analysis.
It will appear at a point in a curve cursor with the indication of the
values acquired at that point.
You can move between all the points with the arrow keys → and
←.

You can also directly click with the mouse on the point on the curve to position the cursor
quickly.
The zoom feature is not activated when you are in the function analysis point to point so if
you wanted to analyze the curve to a defined portion of the test you must first select it with
the zoom function and then activate the analysis point to point.

To close the analysis function point to point, click on the button
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3.0 Test Results
It is possible to define some of the main results of the test. These can be set in the "Required
Results” page.
It is possible to define one or more points (up to
20) on the curve through the "Capture Transducers
values regard" parameter specifying the variable
and its associated value.
Quick Analyzer will calculate the values of the
other variables at that point. Obviously, it will be
considered the first occurrence of variable at that
point
It is possible also to specify, with a variable
selected, for how long this has remained far above
a given value.
Finally, for each variables is possible to calculate
the Max and the Min value during the test.

At the end of the
test by selecting
the "Test
Results" page is
possible to verify
the data
obtained. The
results will be
recalculated each
time you enter in
this page . So
you can change
the settings
required to have
results
automatically
updated.
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4.0 Export to Microsoft Excel
It is possible to export curves test in Microsoft Excel for an analysis curves more detailed.
Since the program use physically Microsoft Excel during the export job it is necessary to have the
program installed on your PC to obtain this feature.
On the other hand it is possible to export data in Excel using a CSV file. This method does not
require the Microsoft program to be installed on the computer
The name of the file created will be prompted before to export data.
The format in which the data is exported is represented in the figure below
The first two columns are the Date and time
of the test.
The third line is a description of the
columns.
The first column always is the time in the
format selected in the configuration page.
The other columns are the values captured at
the measuring point.
Since it is possible that the channels can
have a different number of acquisitions and
at different time is taken as a time base the
channel with the lowest number of points.
All export values are relative to the
acquisition time for this channel.
To do a proper export to Excel, you must have set in the settings of the Windows the character '.' as
decimal separator.
To do this you must go to the Windows Control Panel, select International Settings and set the
character '.' as decimal separator.
It is possible to obtain the
time column with the date
and time of each point of
acquisition instead of the
elapsed time in seconds from
the start of the test.
To set this selection go to the
page Report Header and
Languages and select Time
as Date and Time in Excel
format selection for time.
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Report

It is possible to go to the printing page of test report through a dedicated button. It is possible to
configure what you want to print according to the figure below
Each curve can be printed individually or through a chart total.

It is also possible to enable / disable each curve.
The function of Report Preview lets you verify the report before being sent physically Print
The certificate may be registered according to the own company brand and / or by 3 lines of text
headers.

To add a new brand just copy it in the "Loghi" folder (inside the installation folder in the program)
the relative file. This must be in a bitmap format (max dimension 1500x500 point).
To select it just select it as the active brand on the page "Report Header and Languages”
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TorqueKAL-Software-calibrare-chei-dinamometrice

OPERATIVE
MANUAL

TorqueKAL
Release 4.4

Application Program
For the calibration of torque tools
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AEP transducers s.r.l. holds the right to make any change, when necessary, without notice.
The data contained in this manual are just indicative and the manufacturer declines any responsability for errors
or discrepancies with respect to this manual.

WARNING
The program comes on a USB key in which resides the permanent protection of the
program from any claims of piracy. The USB key must always be inserted into the PC.

System requirement
PC: Pentium III 300 MHz 128 MB RAM
Windows XP : Service Pack 3 (SP3) + DonNet 3.5
Windows 2000
Windows Vista
Windows 7 – 8 - 10
Minimum resolution : 1280x720

Windows: International options
For the proper functioning of the program, you must use (.) as the decimal point regardless of
the conventions of the country where this program is used otherwise several settings can
cause errors in calculation. Modify or check your decimal separator setting in the Windows
Control Panel .
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1.0 Introduction
The program was designed to perform the calibration of torque tools comparing them to
reference tools.
The calibration procedure is performed in accordance with the UNI EN ISO 6789.
Evaluation of the uncertainty of calibration is performed according to the requirements of the
UNI CEI ENV 13005th.
The calibration is to run five series of torque values for each measurement point calculated at
20%, 60%, 100% of maximum torque of the device in calibration.
After the test, the program calculates, for each point of measurement:
a) Average readings
b) The deviation%
c) the expanded uncertainty%
All certificates are then printed and stored in a database that keeps the historian of
calibrations performed.
It is possible to create an archive of devices to quickly recall their characteristic data before
calibration.
In addition to calibration certificates for each test and it is possible to create log (archives of
calibrations ) that allow you to control the statistical data carried out by calculating the quality
factors cp and cpk.
The program maintains a database of AEP standard instruments, such
BTR,DTR,BTRB,DTRB
and MP10 connected to the PC via USB or RS232 serial
communication to ensure the acquisition of the measure of torque.
For each standard instrument is necessary to introduce all the identification data, certificates
ACCREDIA or equivalent reference for the different uncertainties and broken down the
various points of torque.
The program automatically handles reference tools with expired certificate
operator when he try to use it.

warning the
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2.0 Functional Keys Description

In the main menu you can manage the following operational functions :
File-> Open Certificate: This button opens the dialog box to select and open a certificate
from those previously saved.
File-> New Certificate: This button clear on the screen all data of a previous calibration.
Report Header: This button opens the page where you enter the header data of the
certificate, choice the logo and insert report footer notes.
Reference Tools Archive: This button opens the page where you enter the data and the
uncertainties of the standard instrument. To properly use this program is necessary to fill
all the required fields in this page.
Device DataBase : This allows the creation of an archive of devices under test. In this
way, if they are repeated over time calibration of a device you can call all its outstanding.
Help: you can see this manual and the page that provides information about the program
On the main page some other function keys are active
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Language selection: This button allows you to select the active
language for the video and the report

Print Certificate: Here you have the 3 usual print, print preview
and setup printer options

Save Report: allows you to save the calibration performed in a file. By default the
saved data will be stored in the folder 'Certificati' inside the installation folder of the
program. The name of the file created will be that of the certificate with the
extension 'txt'. If a log is selected the test will be automatically appended to the
log and the statistical values will be updated

Help : with this key you can see this manual

Quit : You exit the program. If you have an active calibration the Quit button is
disabled

Note
When you open a report save in archive some fields will be disabled.
To restore the normal configuration please select the File->New Certificate
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3.0 Serial Communication
For each applied torque in calibration, you can specify a
reference instrument to use. The reference instrument used
should be connected to the computer via the USB or RS232
serial line provided.

In order to establish a valid communication between PC and reference instrument is
necessary to define the baud rate and serial communication port in the window shown below.
In case of instrument with USB port it is not necessary to set the Baud Rate. Any valid value
can be set.

If your PC does not have a serial port, you can require an RS232C USB adapters.
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3.1 MP10Plus Indicator
The indicator MP10Plus allows communication of data extremely fast so it is not necessary to
set the peak on the indicator the same way as the management of the measures is performed
directly at the level of TorqueKal.
When selected MP10Plus as indicator the window to the side will appear where you can
select to enable detection of the first peak and a
threshold.
The meaning of the parameter threshold is
described
in
the
figure
below.
It serves to distinguish the actual first peak from any points of uncertainty that may occur
during the measurement. In the figure below the point P1 is not valid as the first peak
because of the decrease in the next torque was not greater than the established threshold.
If is not enabled the detection of the first peak it will be adopted the maximum load recorded
during the measurement. The peak is automatically reset when you accept the measure.
To repeat a measurement, press the Reset Peak button.

With the indicator MP10Plus is further enabled the window below to dynamically change the
working parameters of the indicator and perform the ZERO function.
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4.0 Device In Calibration
If it has been created a Device DataBase it is enough to select the device from the data base
In the window dedicated to the device in
Calibration you are supposed to introduced
all the specifications of the device being
calibrated.
These information will be stored and then
reported on the certificate.

Type: Set here the model of the device in calibration (Es. DK50)
Object: field of general use to indicate the type of device.
Manufacter: Set here the maker of the device
Serial Number: Set here the Serial Number of the device
Full Scale : indicate the full scale torque of the device being calibrated (eg "25" Nm). For
counterclockwise calibration, you have to specify a negative value
Measurement Unit : specify the measurement unit of the device in calibration.
If you don’t find the torque unit you have to use follow the following instruction
1. Quit from TorqueKal
2. Edit using a Windows Text Editor (Notepad) the file Unit.dat located in the installation
folder. For each torque unit are forecasted 2 rows. The first is for the unit itself and the
second is for the conversion factor respect 1 Nm. Insert the required information for the
new torque unit save and quit.
3. Run TorqueKal and check that the new Torque unit is present in the list.
Resolution: Set here the best resolution of the device being calibrated. Be careful because
this value is used to calculate the uncertainty of the calibration device.
Calibration Report : Set here the number of the certificate. This information will be printed on
the calibration certificate.
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5.0 Reference Instruments Archive

On this page are stored all data on the reference instruments that can be used during the
calibration.
For the proper functioning you should fill all the required fields
These can be easily recovered by a ACCREDIA calibration certificate or equivalent
document.
The fields are separated for both indicator and torque:
For the indicator is necessary to include:
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Type: Select the indicator model (ex “BTR”).
Object: Generic field to specify the kind of the indicator.
Manufacter: Set here the manufacter of the indicator
Serial Number: Set here the Serial Number of the indicator.
For the torque as well as enter data above is necessary to define:
Max Torque: Max Torque of the instrument
Measurement Unit : es Nm
Certificate Number: Indicate the number of the SIT certificate or equivalent document
Expiry Date: Set the date of expiry of the certificate of the standard instrument. the program
will warn the operator of the expiry of the certificate when it is used
ClockWise Uncertainty: in this table, the operator must introduce in the left column the
calibration points on the certificate SIT in Nm, and in the right column, the uncertainty
associated with each point of torque in a clockwise direction.
The table can accept up to 8 different pairs of points but the operator if necessary can set a
lower number of points depending on the certificate in his possession
CounterClockWise Uncertainty: in this table, the operator must introduce in the left column
the calibration points on the certificate SIT in Nm, and in the right column, the uncertainty
associated with each point of torque in a counterclockwise direction.
The CounterClockWise calibration must be inserted as negative values.
The table can accept up to 8 different pairs of points but the operator if necessary can set a
lower number of points depending on the certificate in his possession
In
order
to
establish
a
valid
communication
between
PC
and
reference instrument is necessary to
define the baud rate and serial
communication port in the window shown below. In case of instrument with USB port it is not
necessary to set the Baud Rate. Any valid value can be set.
WARNING:
The introduction of incorrect data affect the calculation of the uncertainty on the machines
being calibrated.
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6.0 Report Header

On this page you can enter some data of interest on the certificate.
Report Header It is possible to define the header of the certificate
 with a custom logo,
 with up to 3 lines of free text
 both.
By clicking on the appropriate selections on the side of the choices you can enable / disable
the header and / or logo.
You can choose from more than a logo.
Through the selection window you can choose the most appropriate logo file for the certificate
to be printed.
To create new files of logos just copy in the folder 'Loghi' (inside the installation folder) the
BMP file with the desired image. Each time you change your choose you can see the preview
of the image
Customer: You can enter up to 3 lines of free text to indicate the details of your customer
Note: You can enter up to 2 lines of free text to show general information. (eg expiry of the
certificate, the operator name, etc. ..). This text is inserted in the footer of the certificate.
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7.0 Calibration Procedure
The calibration is semi-automatic because the program sets and suggests the execution
sequence, but the operator must perform properly the sequence so that the program
successfully scanned data and calculates the average, the expanded measurement
uncertainty Deviation.

The number of measurement series of each torque value is 5
For each calibration device can run both clockwise and counterclockwise calibration. The
number of measurement points (1 or 3), the allowable deviation and the position of the
decimal point must be identical in the two settings, while can be different the measuring
points.
If you need to set different values in the allowable deviation or a different number of
measurement points you should create 2 certificates for calibration in a clockwise direction
and one for the adjustment counter-clockwise.
Programming "Calibration Characteristics " :
Allowable Deviation: Set the maximum Deviation of each measurement allowable from the
reference value (eg "4.0%" minimum 2.0% max 6.0%), this deviation must be considered ±
compared to the reference.
Type of measure: set "Clockwise Calibration" if the calibration is performed with positive
torque, set "Counterclockwise Calibration " if the calibration is performed with negative torque.
Decimals : define the number of significant figures with which to show the torque
The program automatically prepares three measurement points to 20%, 60%, 100% of
maximum torque device in calibration. It is possible to modify these values selecting the
desired values in the relevant fields. It is possible to select 1 or 3 measurement points. In
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case of 1 measurements point the default value is set to 100% of the maximum torque device
in calibration.
For each torque point must be defined the reference indicator that will be used in the
appropriate selection windows
To achieve calibration, follow these steps
Activate the instrument Peak mode to the reference instrument (not necessary if the
MP10Plus indicator is used)
It is necessary to generate five loads for each point of measurement to verify the repeatability
of the tool being calibrated
Press the Start button to begin calibration.
If accepted the Start button changes to Stop
It is highlighted in red box the first measure to be carried
With your instrument, the torque value will also appear in the box active acquisition, which will
appear in red.
Generate the first point of torque proposed by the program in the "applied load" (eg "10 Nm"),
press the button Zero on the standard instrument to send the measure to the program. Press
the "Accept the measure" button to place the measure received in the table.
In this way the PC is stored the value of standard instrument refers to "10 Nm" generated by
the device being calibrated.
Pressing the spacebar or the button 'Accept the Measure',
the measure is confirmed and the program prepares for the new
measure.
It is possible at any time to resume a point already made by simply clicking inside the window
on the measure
If the measure is not satisfactory, do not accept it , and repeat the measure.
At the end of the sequence of tests, the program will automatically calculate the average, the
extended deviation uncertainty of the device in calibration.
You can stop the test at any time by pressing the Stop button and then start again the
procedure by pressing Start.
At the end of the test you can manually edit each measure by clicking within the window in
question and entering the new value. You can then recalculate all the values by pressing the
dedicated button.
You can similarly create completely in manual calibration by filling all fields of the table
manually.
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8.0 Errors and Uncertainty calculation
Average (em): It is compute for each point:

em = ((Sum of reading points) / (n° of series))
Deviation % (Δ%): It is computed for each point as the relative percentage deviation between
the Average point and the nominal value. è calcolato per ogni punto di misura tra la media
delle letture ed il valore nominale di coppia:
Δ% = ((Average – Nominal Value) / Nominal value) * 100
Incertezza Estesa % (U): it is computed for each measurement point keep in count the
reading error %(u%):
U% = (SQR((Ures)²+(Urep)²+(Ustd)²)) * k
where:
Ures = Uncertainty due to the relative resolution
Urep = Uncertainty due to the repeatibility
Ustd = Uncertainty due to the reference instrument
k=2 is adopted
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9.0 Report example
The report always refers to a single setting in clockwise or counterclockwise depending on
what is displayed on the screen.
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10. Log
A Log is a record of calibration results that are collected in order to perform statistical
analysis. A record is created for each calibration saved as shown in the figure below and
automatically update the statistics.

Are calculated:
- Number of calibration inside the log
- Number of calibration in tolerance
- Number of calibration out of tolerance
- Cp
- Cpk
Remains to the operator the choice of how to create a log
For example attach the log to the entire batch of devices or create a Log for each device, etc. ..

You create a log using Create New Log where you will be asked simply to
name the new log.
Automatically lthe og created becomes the current one.
Log files are files with the extension. csv created in the Logs folder located
inside the installation folder of the program.
With Edit Log File is possible to make a maintenance of the file to correct
or change erroneous data.
Log file are text file in which each field separated by a semicolon .
They can then be imported directly from programs such as Microsoft Excel.
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The printing of the log is activated via the Print Log button. In the report are kept the size of columns
on the screen. For which it is possible to enlarge / tighten the columns to give more space or one or the
other field. To disable a column is sufficient to minimize the width of a column.
Cp e Cpk

Cp and Cpk are indices of quality statistics that are associated with a process of measurement.
The variable is kept under control is the measured deviation of each calibration
The upper (LS) and lower (LI) limits are the permissible deviation selected.
by definition
𝑐𝑝 =
𝑐𝑝𝑘 = 𝑀𝑖𝑛(

𝐿𝑆 − 𝐿𝐼
6𝜎
𝜇 − 𝐿𝐼 𝐿𝑆 − 𝜇
,
)
3𝜎
3𝜎

where σ is the standard deviation and µ is the average of the deviation measured of the calibration
inside the log
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ENGLISH

OPERATIVE
MANUAL

ForceKAL
Release 3.3

Application software
for Material Testing Machines Calibration.
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AEP transducers s.r.l. holds the right to make any change, when necessary, without notice.
The data contained in this manual are just indicative and the manufacturer declines any responsability for errors
or discrepancies with respect to this manual.

WARNING
The program comes on a USB key in which resides the permanent protection of the
program from any claims of piracy. The USB key must always be inserted into the PC.

System requirement
PC: Pentium III 300 MHz 128 MB RAM or upper
Windows XP (Professional o Home) Service Pack 3 and NET 3.5 installed
Windows 2000
Windows Vista
Windows 7
Windows 8
Windows 10

Windows: International options
For the proper functioning of the program, you must use (.) as the decimal point regardless of
the conventions of the country where this program is used otherwise several settings can
cause errors in calculation.
Modify or check your decimal separator setting in the Windows Control Panel
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INTRODUCTION
The program is designed to perform the calibration of material testing equipment, machines
force samples, test benches or other equipment using standard devices.
Evaluation of the uncertainty of calibration is performed according to the requirements of the
UNI CEI ENV 13005 and the information given in Appendix D of ISO / DIS 7500-1.
To perform the calibration is necessary to generate a significant number of measures (5, 8 or
10) of increasing strength in two or three series to check the repeatability of the machine
calibration.
After each cycle, increasingly, the machine must be reset to zero before performing the next
measurement cycle.
After the test, the program calculates:
a) Average readings
b) Error reading%
c)% expanded uncertainty associated with each point of measurement.
All certificates are then printed and stored in a database that keeps the historian of
calibrations performed.
The program maintains a database of standard AEP instruments type TA2USB , TAUSB,
MP10, DFI MP2E, MP2000A STAR, MP10Plus and MP6A connected to a PC via RS232
serial communication or USB to ensure the acquisition of instantaneous force measurement.
For each standard instrument is necessary to introduce all the identification data, SIT
certificates or equivalent reference and for the different calibration points the computed
uncertainties.
The program automatically advices the operator if the used reference instrument has a
certificate date expired.
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KEYS FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
Main page

In the main menu you can manage the following operational functions such as:
 Open Certificate: This button opens the dialog box to select and open a certificate
from the archive.
 Save Certificate: This button saves the certificate on file with. The operator should
select the path and the name of the certificate.
 Print Certificate: This button opens the dialog box for printing the certificate of
calibration.
 Header Certificate: This button opens the page where you enter the header data of
the certificate. Footer notes that may be entered too.
 Select Reference Instrument: This button opens the page where you have to enter
the data and the uncertainties of your standard instrument. To properly use this
program is necessary to fill all fields required.
 Language: This button opens a dialog where select the desired language. –
 Help: This button opens this file.
 ?: This button provides information about the program.
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To exit the program using the Quit button placed next to the logo AEP.
In the Open Certificate and Save Certificate dialog boxes, you can choose the path and
folder where to open or save files your certificates. As usual using the right mouse button, you
can access the menu with the standard Windows functions such as: Create a new folder,
rename, copy, delete a file or folder, etc.

The Print Certificate dialog box allows you to
print your certificate.
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Serial communication
From the main menu you can select your Reference Instrument using the Select Reference
Instrument selection.
For your comfort the main data of the selected Reference Instrument are replicated in the
main Window.
To establish a proper serial communication between the PC and the instrument you have to
set :
- Baud rate : same as the one selected on your instrument. For TA2USB and MP10Plus
any selection is valid. For TAUSB is fixed to 38400
- COM PORT : (COM1, COM2 ...) if you don’t know it please check in the Windows Control
Panel
- Decimal : the point position for the acquired data .
If the PC does not have a serial input please use a RS232CUSB adaptor.

Data receiving and remote commands
In the window Receiving Data and Remote Commands you can see the Force Value
transmitted from the instrument in real Time.
It is possible to act on some commands (zero, resolution etc) to better operate on your
instruments remotely.
In some kind of tests can be useful to use the peak function

Device in calibration
The window Device in Calibration allows you to set the main data of your instrument to in
calibration.
All these information will be stored and printed in the report.
Objetc : Generic field normally used to define the machine type. (for example Testing
Machine)
Type :
Serial Number:
Maker: Here you have to set the data of the machine in calibration (example “TMM350”)
Max Force: This is the max Force allowed for the machine or ,if during calibration you want to
reach a lower load, the maximum load during calibration.
Unit: The load unit used. Please controls that the reference instrument and the device in
calibration are set with the same load unit.
Resolution: Set the best resolution you can obtain from the device in calibration.
Calibration Certificate: Set here the number assigned to the certificate. This is a free text
field
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Reference Devices

On this page are stored all data on standard instruments that can be used during the
calibration.
For the proper functioning you should fill all the following fields easily recovered by a SIT
calibration certificate or equivalent document
The function keys on this page allow you to perform the following steps:
New: This button clears all fields to a new data entry.
Open: This button opens a dialog box that lets you open a file with the data of a standard
instrument previously saved.
Save: This button opens a dialog box that allows you to save files on the instrument data
sample selected at that time.
The fields to be filled are:
 Object : Field of general use to indicate the type of instrument (eg "digital Indicator").
 Type: Select the name of the instrument (eg "MP6A").
 Manufacturer: Enter the manufacturer of the instrument (eg "AEP transducers")
 Serial Number: enter the serial number of the standard instrument.
 Max Range: indicate the maximum capacity of the load cell sample (eg "350" kN).
 Certificate Number: Indicate the number of the SIT certificate or equivalent
instrument.
 Expiration date : Set the date (dd / mm / yy) the expiration of the standard instrument,
the program will warn the operator of the expiration of the certificate.
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 mV / V: accessible only with the instrument TAUSB. Setting mandatory to calibrate the
sensitivity of the instrument with the sensitivity of output of the load cell connected.
Setting range: from 5000 (0.5mV) to 25000 (2.5mV), default value 2 (2mV). For
instruments other than TAUSB this field will be empty.
 Channel : accessible only with the instrument TA2USB. It allows to set the channel of
the TA2USB used during calibration
 Uncertainty Compression: In this table, the operator must introduce in the first
column the calibration points on the certificate SIT in load unit, and in the column, the
uncertainty associated with each point of strength in compression.
The table can accept up to 10 different strengths, but if necessary the operator can set
5, 7 or more depending on the certificate in his possession.
 Tensile Uncertainty : In this table, the operator must introduce in the first column the
calibration points on the certificate SIT in load unit, and in the column, the uncertainty
associated with each point of strength in tension. The calibration points should be
placed in tensile with a minus sign (-) (eg "-2.5").
The table can accept up to 10 different strengths, but if necessary the operator can set
5, 7 or more depending on the certificate in his possession.
WARNING:
The introduction of incorrect data affect the calculation of the uncertainty on the machines in
calibration.
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Certificate Header

On this page you can enter some data of interest when the certificate will be printed.
Header: You can enter up to 3 lines of free text to indicate the company details that runs the
certificates. This text is placed next to the logo.
Client: You can enter up to 3 lines of free text to indicate the details of the client company
owns the device calibrated
Note: You can enter up to 2 lines of free text to show general information. (eg expiry of the
certificate, if your machine is or is not within calibration specifications, operator name, etc. ..).
This text is inserted in the footer of the certificate.
Folder Data : It allows to change the folder of the certificate

Custom logo:
By default on the report the AEP Instruments logo will be printed.
If you want to change the AEP logo with your own brand please substitute the file logo2.jpg in
the ForceKal Installation folder.
This file should be a JPEG image (max size 80x22mm)
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CALIBRATION procedure
The calibration is semi-automatically because the program sets and suggests the execution
sequence, but is the operator that must perform properly the sequence. At the end of the
sequence the program scan the data and calculates the average, the errors, the uncertainty
of the measurements.

"Calibration Characteristics " setting
 Points of measurement: set the number of points of measurement (eg "5" maximum
"10").
 Cycles of measurement: set the number of cycles of measurement (eg "2" maximum
"3").
 Type of measure: Set "Compression" if the calibration is performed with increasing
positive set "Tensile" if the calibration is performed with increasing negative; calibration
is possible only in tension with load cells bidirectional.
 Interpolate Measured Values : This selection allows you
to interpolate the measurements performed on the
instrument to be calibrated to the actual load that has been created. This situation is
typical in testing machine where it is very difficult to achieve precise nominal load.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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For each measurement point, by pressing the "Accept the measurement" button the actual
load generated is measured and prompts the operator to enter the load indicated by the
machine under test. This value is related to the nominal load required for the measuring point
Before starting the procedure verify that the communication with the reference instrument is
active and place the load cell on the device being calibrated, taking care to center it within ±
0.1mm.
Press the Start button to begin calibration.
The program automatically calculates the strength to be controlled by dividing the maximum
capacity of the device being calibrated by the number of steps to be performed.
Reset the force reading with the appropriate key "zero" and press the "Accept the measure"
or press the spacebar on the keyboard. Generate the first point of power proposed by the
program in the "applied load" (eg "2.5 kN) wait 30 seconds and press the" Accept the
measure.
Perform the same way all the measurement points then after that the last strength of the
measuring cycle, return the force to zero.
The program is placed on or next measurement cycle by proposing the first point of
measurement to verify.
At the end of the sequence of measurement cycles, the program will automatically calculate
the errors and uncertainties of the device being calibrated. You can stop the test at any time
by pressing the Stop button highlighted in red and then start over the procedure by pressing
Start.
At the end is possible to modify all the fields in the table manually-

_______________________________________________________________________________
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Calibration simulation
It is possible to simulate a calibration table by filling in all the fields manually.
Program the calibration Characteristics as usual.
The simulation starts by pressing the Start button highlighted in green, the program
automatically calculates the strength to be controlled by dividing the maximum capacity of the
device being calibrated by the number of steps to be performed.
Press Stop Button
Insert manually the measured values in the table.
At the end press Calculate to calculate the errors and uncertainties.

ERRORS and UNCERTAINTIES CALCULATION
Average Reading (Fm): it is calculated for each measurement point:

Fm = ((sum of the reading point in each series) / (n°of series))
Reading Error ei: it is calculated for each measurement point:
Fi - Fm
ei = --------------- * 100
Fm
Expanded Uncertainty (U): it is calculated keep in count all the standard uncertainties for
each measurement point : Resolution, Repeteability and Reference Instrument Uncertainty
U = k*SQR((Ures)²+(Urep)²+(Ustd)²)
where:
Ures = Uncertainty due to the relative resolution
Urep = Uncertainty due to the repeatibility
Ustd = Uncertainty due to the reference instrument
where k=2 is adopted
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AEP transducers s.r.l. holds the right to make any change, when necessary, without notice.
The data contained in this manual are just indicative and the manufacturer declines any responsability for errors
or discrepancies with respect to this manual.

WARNING
The program comes on a USB key in which resides the program to be installed on the
PC and the permanent protection that protects the program from any claims of piracy.
DO NOT use the USB key for other purposes. If you accidentally deleted some files
hidden protection system will be damaged irreparably by blocking the program.
The USB key must always be inserted into the PC

System requirement
PC: Pentium III 300 MHz 128 MB RAM or upper
Windows XP (Professional or Home) with Service Pack 3 and .NET 3.5 installed
Windows 2000
Windows Vista
Windows 7
Windows 8

Windows: International options
For the proper functioning of the program, you must use (.) as the decimal point regardless of
the conventions of the country where this program is used otherwise several settings can
cause errors in calculation.
Modify or check your decimal separator setting in the Windows Control Panel
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INTRODUCTION
The program is designed to facilitate calibration and metrological confirmation of gauges that
measure in both positive and vacuum in accordance with International Standard EN ISO
9001.
The calibration procedure and calculations are made in accordance with the requirements of
the "Guide for the calibration of pressure gauges" EA-10/17.
To perform the calibration is necessary to generate 5 pressure measurements increasing, 5
points decreasing scale and another 2 points to 50% on the scale to check the repeatability of
the gauge being calibrated.
At each of the pressure generated is necessary to wait 30 seconds to stabilize the
measurement.
When completed, the program calculates various types of errors and in particular:
a) Read error in units of pressure.
b) Error reading in percentage of full scale.
c) expanded uncertainty U in units of pressure.
d) expanded uncertainty U’ in units of pressure.
All certificates are then printed and stored in a database that keeps the historian of
calibrations performed.
The program maintains a database of additional AEP indicators MP10, MP10Plus or STAR,
and pressure gauges series LabDMM, IDROSCAN, PGE, JET and Bit02B connected to a PC
via RS232 or USB serial communication to ensure the acquisition of instantaneous pressure
measurement.
For each pressure gauges is necessary to introduce all the identification data, certificates SIT
or equivalent reference for the different uncertainties and broken down the different points of
pressure.
The program automatically advices the operator if the used reference instrument has a
certificate date expired.
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KEYS FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
Main page

In the main menu you can manage the following operational functions such as:
 Open Certificate: This button opens the dialog box to select and open a certificate
from the archive.
 Save Certificate: This button saves the certificate on file with. The operator should
select the path and the name of the certificate.
 Print Certificate: This button opens the dialog box for printing the certificate.
 Header Certificate: This button opens the page where you enter the header data of
the certificate. Footer notes that may be entered too.
 Pressure Gauge Reference Selection: This button opens the page where you have
to enter the data and the uncertainties of your standard instrument. To properly use
this program is necessary to fill all fields required.
 Language: This button opens a dialog where select the desired language. –
 Help: This button opens this file.
 ?: This button provides information about the program.
 Devices DataBase: Allows to create a database of devices in calibration. In this way it
is possible to recall the manometer data very fast
To exit the program using the Quit button placed next to the logo AEP.
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In the Open Certificate and Save Certificate dialog boxes, you can choose the path and
folder where to open or save files your certificates. As usual using the right mouse button, you
can access the menu with the standard Windows functions such as: Create a new folder,
rename, copy, delete a file or folder, etc.

The Print Certificate dialog box allows you to
print your certificate.
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Serial communication
From the main menu you can select your Reference Instrument using the Select Reference
Instrument selection.
For your comfort the main data of the selected Reference Instrument are replicated in the
main Window.
To establish a proper serial communication between the PC and the instrument you have to
set :
- Baud rate : same as the one selected on your instrument. For the MP10Plus indicator this
field is meamimgless.
- COM PORT : (COM1, COM2 ...) if you don’t know it please check in the Windows Control
Panel
- Decimal : the point position for the acquired data .
If the PC does not have a serial input please use a RS232CUSB adapter.

Data receiving and remote commands
In the window Receiving Data and Remote Commands you can see the Pressure Value
transmitted from the instrument in real Time.
It is possible to act on some commands (zero, resolution etc) to better operate on your
instruments remotely.
The keys: Peak, Resolution and Units are disabled in case of MP10 Indicator
In some kind of tests can be useful to use the peak function

Device in Calibration
The window Device in Calibration allows you to set the main data of your instrument in
calibration.
All these information will be stored and printed in the report.
It is possible to create a database of devices in calibration. In this way it is possible to recall
the manometer data very fast.
Object : Generic field normally used to define the Manometer type.
Type :
Serial Number:
Maker: Here you have to set the data of the Manometer
Full Scale: This is the max Pressure allowed for the manometer or ,if during calibration you
want to reach a lower pressure, the maximum pressure during calibration.
Unit: The pressure unit used. If this unit is different from the reference unit the necessary
conversions are applied.
Resolution: Set the best resolution you can obtain from the device in calibration.
Calibration Certificate: Set here the number assigned to the certificate. This is a free text
field
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Pressure gauges Reference

On this page are stored all data on standard instruments that can be used during the
calibration.
For the proper functioning you should fill all the following fields easily recovered by a SIT
calibration certificate or equivalent document
The function keys on this page allow you to perform the following steps:
New: This button clears all fields to a new data entry.
Open: This button opens a dialog box that lets you open a file with the data of a standard
instrument previously saved.
Save: This button opens a dialog box that allows you to save files on the instrument data
sample selected at that time.
The fields to be filled are:
 Object : Field of general use to indicate the type of instrument (eg "digital Indicator").
 Type: Select the name of the instrument (eg "LabDMM").
 Manufacturer: Enter the manufacturer of the instrument (eg "AEP transducers")
 Serial Number: enter the serial number of the standard instrument.
 Full Scale: indicate the maximum capacity of the reference manometer
 Certificate Number: Indicate the number of the SIT certificate or equivalent
instrument.
 Expiration date : Set the date (dd / mm / yy) the expiration of the standard instrument,
the program will warn the operator of the expiration of the certificate.
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 Uncertainty Pressure: In this table, the operator must introduce in the first column the
calibration points on the certificate SIT in pressure unit, and in the column, the
uncertainty associated with each point in vacuum.
The table can accept up to 10 different points, but if necessary the operator can set 5,
7 or more depending on the certificate in his possession.
 Vacuum Uncertainty : In this table, the operator must introduce in the first column the
calibration points on the certificate SIT in pressure unit, and in the column, the
uncertainty associated with each point of strength in tension. The vacuum calibration
points should be placed with a minus sign (-)
The table can accept up to 10 different points, but if necessary the operator can set 5,
7 or more depending on the certificate in his possession.
WARNING:
The introduction of incorrect data affect the calculation of the uncertainty on the manometer
in calibration.
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Heading Certificate

On this page you can enter some data of interest when the certificate will be printed.
Header: You can enter up to 3 lines of free text to indicate the company details that runs the
certificates. This text is placed next to the logo.
Client: You can enter up to 3 lines of free text to indicate the details of the client company
owns the device calibrated
Note: You can enter up to 2 lines of free text to show general information. (eg expiry of the
certificate, if your machine is or is not within calibration specifications, operator name, etc. ..).
This text is inserted in the footer of the certificate.

Custom logo:
By default on the report the AEP Instruments logo will be printed.
If you want to change the AEP logo with your own brand please substitute the file logo2.jpg in
the PressKal Installation folder.
This file should be a JPEG image (max size 80x22mm)
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CALIBRATION Procedure

"Calibration Characteristics " setting:
-

Measurement Points : set the number of points of measurement (eg "5" maximum "10").
Measurement Type: set "pressure" if the calibration is performed with increasing
pressure, set "Vaccum" if the calibration is performed in depression.
Select the pressure gauges from the list available .
Mount the pressure gauges and the pressure gauge being calibrated on the generator
pressure.
If you use a generator to purge the hydraulic circuit, the air can affect the results of the two
gauges.
Run 3 preloading to full scale of the gauge being calibrated.
Open the circuit by putting the gauges in conjunction with the atmospheric pressure and
wait 30 seconds.
Press the Start button to begin the acquisition.
If the two gauges are digital, reset the pressure reading with the appropriate key "ZERO"
and press the "Accept measures" or press the spacebar on the keyboard.
Close the circuit and generate the first point bringing the pressure gauge being calibrated to
the exact measurement (eg "100 bar")
Wait 30 seconds and press the "Accept measures.
In this way the program stores the pressure gauge Reference value for the first point of the
gauge being calibrated.
Perform the same way all points increasing progressively until you return to zero pressure.
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Open the circuit by putting the gauges in conjunction with the atmospheric pressure, wait 30
seconds and press the "Accept measures”.
At the end of the sequence, the program will automatically calculate the errors and
uncertainties in the calibration device.
You can stop the test at any time by pressing the Stop button highlighted in red and then
start over the procedure by pressing Start.

Calibration Simulation
It is possible to simulate a calibration table by filling in all the fields manually.
Program the calibration Characteristics as usual.
The simulation starts by pressing the Start button highlighted in green, the program
automatically calculates the points to be controlled by dividing the maximum capacity of the
device being calibrated by the number of steps to be performed.
Insert manually the measured values in the table.
At the end press Calculate to calculate the errors and uncertainties
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ERRORS and UNCERTAINTIES CALCULATION
Average Reading em: it is calculated for each measurement point:

em = ((sum of the reading point in each series) / (n°of series))
Reading Error % em%: it is computed according to the following formula

em% = ((em*100)/Full Scale)
Extended Uncertainty U(em): it is computed in pressure unit for each measurement point.
Keep in count the uncertainty of the reference pressure, the hysteresis measurement
uncertainty, the uncertainty of the resolution of the device being calibrated and the
uncertainty of the repeatability of measurement:
U(em) = k*u(em)
Where k = 2
u(em) = standard uncertainty
Extended Uncertainty not corrected U’(em: it is computed according to the following
formula:
U’(em) = U(em) + |em|
where:
|em| = absolute value of the average reading error
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